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About Us

Charity

Sustainable Energy

Member Based
About Us

- Established 2004
- Guy Dauncey
- Policy & Innovation
- Transition to low-carbon
About the BCSEA

• Our membership: the consumers of energy, who prefer to use renewable/sustainable sources
  • Concerned citizens
  • Businesses looking to switch to renewables
  • Local municipalities
  • First Nations and Remote Communities

Get Engaged!
Join or Donate at https://www.bcsea.org
Follow on Twitter, Facebook, & LinkedIn @bcsea
Contact us at info@bcsea.org
What We Are Not

• Technical people:
  • Common query: “I want to do… how do I do it?”
  • From: members of the public, local municipalities, governments, building operators, etc.

• BBB for Renewable Energy
  • No “recommended” vendors

• Renewable Energy generators
  • That’s Clean Energy BC
How can we work together?

• BCSEA membership primarily interested in achieving a low-carbon energy future.

• Where possible, getting queries on *how* to do something specific can be referred to AEE

• Possible Themes for Cooperation:
  • Energy Efficiency
  • Renewable energy generation, especially in remote regions
  • Distributed Energy generation and infrastructure
  • Sustainable transportation (EV charging stations, electrified mass transportation systems)
Agree to Disagree

• BC Utilities Commission
  • Regular Intervenors on topics of interest to BCSEA
  • Many consultants or AEE members cannot participate as a consultant to the BCSEA for fear of impacting ability to receive work from the major utilities in the province